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ABSTRACT17

We use six years of data from the Dark Energy Survey (DES) to present a detailed photometric18

characterization of the Phoenix stream, a thin, dynamically cold, low-metallicity stream in the southern19

hemisphere. We use natural splines, a non-parametric modelling technique, to simultaneously fit the20

stream track, width, and linear density. We recover four peaks and four gaps in linear intensity along21

with fluctuations in the stream track. We therefore conclude that Phoenix is a clumpy stream with22

linear intensity variations on degree scales, as well as wiggles in the stream track on ≈ 2-degree scales,23

signaling that the stream was likely disturbed during its formation and/or evolution. This improved24

stream model allows us to perform improved measurements of the distance (17.38 ± 0.08 kpc) and25

distance gradient (−0.01 ± 0.02 kpc/deg when using stream coordinates) of Phoenix. Such small-26

scale fluctuations are not common in other thin streams and the study of Phoenix offers a unique27

perspective on the ways that gravitational perturbations effect stellar streams. We discuss possible28

sources of perturbations to Phoenix including baryonic structures in the Galaxy, dark matter subhalos,29

or the influence of a parent satellite during the time of stream formation.30

1. INTRODUCTION31

Near-field cosmology utilizes observations of the small-32

est cosmological structures to answer fundamental ques-33

tions about the composition and evolution of our uni-34

verse. One of the major goals of near-field cosmology35

is to measure the distribution of dark matter in the lo-36

cal universe, which could lead to a better understand-37

ing of galaxy formation, structure, and evolution (Con-38

roy & Wechsler 2009; Guo et al. 2013; Becker 2015;39

Wechsler & Tinker 2018). Recent advances in the dis-40

covery, measurement, and modeling of stellar streams41

around the Milky Way provide an exciting new avenue42

to advance the study of dark matter. Stellar streams43

are the tidally disrupted remnants of satellite galaxies44

and globular clusters. Their abundance and orbital his-45

tories enable tests of galaxy formation, accretion his-46

tory, and stellar halo formation (e.g., Johnston 1998;47

Helmi & White 1999; Bonaca et al. 2019). Dynamically48

cold streams originating from disrupting star clusters are49

extremely sensitive to gravitational perturbations from50

massive substructures (e.g., Erkal & Belokurov 2015a;51

Bonaca et al. 2019). The study of stellar streams is thus52

a promising avenue for studying the distribution of dark53

matter at sub-galactic scales.54

Large digital sky surveys have advanced rapidly since55

the Sloan Digital Sky Survey was used to discover56

tidal tails emanating from the Palomar 5 globular57

cluster (Odenkirchen et al. 2001; Rockosi et al. 2002;58

Odenkirchen et al. 2002, 2003). The known population59

of stellar streams has drastically expanded due to the60

development of data sets and techniques to probe the61

Milky Way halo at larger distances (Belokurov et al.62

2006). Recently, increases in survey sensitivity have led63

to another rapid increase in the known population of64

stellar streams. In particular, deep imaging and precise65

photometry from the Dark Energy Survey (DES; DES66

Collaboration 2005, 2016) has yielded a large and diverse67

population of stellar streams in the southern hemisphere68

(Drlica-Wagner et al. 2015; Balbinot et al. 2016; Shipp69

et al. 2018).70

Among the streams discovered by DES, the Phoenix71

stream is of particular interest due to its prominence,72

clumpy morphology, and low metallicity, as well as the73

fact that it is thin and kinematically cold. The stream74

was discovered in early data from DES by Balbinot75

et al. (2016). Broadly speaking, streams originating76

from globular clusters (such as Pal 5 or ATLAS) are77

thinner than those generated from dwarf galaxies (such78

as Sagittarius) (Grillmair & Carlin 2016). The narrow79

width of Phoenix (∼ 0.14 deg) suggests that it likely80

originated from a disrupted globular cluster. Addition-81

ally, while globular cluster streams have an internal82

metallicity spread of zero, dwarf galaxy streams tend83

to have ones larger than 0.2 − 0.3 dex. Wan et al.84

(2020) found σ[Fe/H] ≈ 0 for Phoenix which strongly85

indicates it comes from a globular cluster. If Phoenix86

originated from a globular cluster, then it would be the87

most metal-poor globular cluster known, with a metal-88

licity of [Fe/H] = −2.7. However, no clear progenitor89

system has been found.90

A more detailed analysis of the spatial structure of91

Phoenix increases the relatively small number of cold92
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thin streams with similar modeling, which currently in-93

cludes Palomar 5 (Erkal et al. 2017), Orphan (Koposov94

et al. 2019), ATLAS and Aliqa Uma (Li et al. 2020), and95

Jet (Ferguson et al. 2021). Combining density variation96

information from these streams can provide valuable in-97

formation about the abundance of dark matter subhalos,98

which are predicted to be plentiful in conventional mod-99

els of cold dark matter (CDM) (Diemand et al. 2005;100

Wang et al. 2020). Furthermore, we might be able to101

determine not only the way in which these subhalos dis-102

rupt baryonic structures such as streams but also poten-103

tially their location and density within the galaxy (e.g.,104

Bonaca et al. 2019). A better measurement of stream105

uniformity can also give hints about the progenitor sys-106

tem (Malhan et al. 2020).107

In this paper, we perform an improved analysis of108

the Phoenix stream using a photometric catalog derived109

from 6 years of DES imaging. We present detailed ob-110

servational data and create a model of the stream to111

obtain better measurements of the stream track, width,112

intensity, and distance gradient. We also model the orbit113

of the stream in the Milky Way potential using member114

star radial velocities and proper motions from the South-115

ern Stellar Stream Spectroscopic Survey (S5 Li et al.116

2019) and Gaia EDR3 (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2016;117

Brown et al. 2021), respectively.118

The structure of this paper is as follows. In Section119

2, we describe the DES and S5 data sets used in this120

analysis. In Section 3, we describe our matched filter121

selection process to generate the best data to be used122

for the stream model. In Section 4, we present the123

stream model and discuss its results. We then apply124

those findings to give a new calculation of the distance125

gradient and use an orbit model to lend credence to our126

results. In Section 5, we discuss the density variations127

and stream track variations detected in the models and128

give possible explanations for each. Finally, in Section129

6, we conclude.130

2. DATA SET131

DES is a six-year optical/near-infrared imaging survey132

covering ∼ 5000 deg2 of the southern Galactic cap in five133

visible/near-infrared filters, grizY, using the Dark En-134

ergy Camera (DECam; Flaugher et al. 2015) mounted135

at the prime focus of the 4-m Blanco telescope at the136

Cerro Tololo Inter-American Observatory (CTIO). The137

uniform and wide-area imaging over a large section of138

the southern sky allows deep searches for stellar streams139

as demonstrated by the numerous new stream discover-140

ies using the DES Year 3 data (Shipp et al. 2018). In141

this paper, we use catalog data derived from the full142

six-year DES coadded images (Abbott et al. 2021). The143

deeper data provided by three additional years allows a144

more accurate characterization of stellar streams than145

has been done in the past.146

The DES images were processed using the DES data147

management pipeline (Morganson et al. 2018). After148

photometric calibration using the Forward Global Cal-149

ibration Method (FGCM, Burke et al. (2017)), the im-150

ages were coadded to increase imaging depth. Our data151

set follows the same image-level processing and coad-152

dition described in Abbott et al. (2021); however, it153

is augmented with value-added properties derived from154

multi-epoch fitting used for DES cosmology (e.g., Drlica-155

Wagner et al. 2018; Sevilla-Noarbe et al. 2020). We156

apply a morphological filter to select high-probability157

stellar sources by using an updated version of the158

EXTENDED CLASS classifier used for the Y3 Gold release,159

described in Section 6.1 and Appendix B of Sevilla-160

Noarbe et al. (2020). The classifier for Y6 was adapted161

for updates to the SOF photometry of the deeper data.162

This is achieved in practice by taking EXT SOF<2, choos-163

ing high confidence stars and candidate stars for our164

search.165

3. METHODS AND ANALYSIS166

To characterize the stellar population of the Phoenix167

stream, we further refine our object selection with a168

matched filter in color magnitude space. Using the tech-169

nique described in Section 3.1 of Shipp et al. (2018),170

we select stars outlined by a synthetic isochrone from171

Dotter et al. (2008) and implemented in ugali (Bech-172

tol et al. 2015; Drlica-Wagner et al. 2015).1 We at-173

tempt to use the previously measured metallicity value174

for Phoenix of Z = 0.00004 as reported by Wan et al.175

(2020), but found that this is too metal-poor to be a176

part of the Dotter isochrone catalog. As a result, we177

are forced to use Z = 0.00007, the lowest metallicity178

value provided by the catalog. This 0.00003 difference179

does not make a significant difference along the main se-180

quence, where the vast majority of our selected stars lie.181

We are therefore comfortable using this slightly different182

value to perform our search. For the age, we perform183

a 3-parameter MCMC search to find the age, distance184

modulus, and richness yielding the best fitting isochrone185

for the color-magnitude plots. This returns a value of186

12.8±0.2 Gyrs. For the distance modulus we use an187

iterative process involving the output of our model de-188

scribed in Section 4. We start by using the value found189

by the MCMC search described above of m−M = 16.2190

and generate our results using this isochrone. With191

1 https://github.com/DarkEnergySurvey/ugali

https://github.com/DarkEnergySurvey/ugali
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those results, we are able to give a better measurement192

of the distance modulus and gradient as described in193

Section 4.2, giving us an updated value for which to194

rerun the matched filter selection and model. This it-195

erative process eventually yielded a distance modulus196

value of 16.3, which we use for the final version of our197

matched filter analysis. These measurements allow us198

to perform an improved selection of Phoenix members199

relative to previous analyses of the stream in Balbinot200

et al. (2016) and Shipp et al. (2018). We also limit our201

selection to an absolute magnitude of Mg < 3.4 to en-202

sure we choose stars along the main sequence, which has203

a higher signal-to-noise ratio. The final cut of stars in204

color-magnitude space is outlined in Fig. 1.205
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Figure 1. A Hess difference plot created by subtracting
a background region above Phoenix (in Φ2) of equal area
to the stream. The main sequence is clearly visible. The
Dotter et al. (2008) is shown in blue with parameters of z =
0.00007, τ = 12.8 Gyr, and m −M = 16.3. This isochrone
is selected as part of an iterative process where we take the
output of the stream model described in Section 4 and find
its distance gradient and average distance modulus, which
informs an updated isochrone selection. The onstream region
is selected in a similar iterative way using the stream track
and stream width outputs of the model.

We then scan our isochrone filter across the range of206

distance moduli from 15 < m−M < 20 in steps of size207

0.1 mag. We fit a fifth-order background polynomial at208

each step and smooth the data using a Gaussian filter209

with a smoothing kernel of size 0.◦15. From a visual210

inspection of the results, we confirm that the significance211

of the signal from the Phoenix stream is maximized at212

a distance modulus of m−M = 16.3 (shown in Fig. 2),213

in good agreement with the value reported by Balbinot214

et al. (2016).215
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Figure 2. A spatial density map of the Phoenix stream and
the region around it. The map is made using a matched filter
selection represented by the red area outlined in Fig. 1 with
isochrone parameters z = 0.00007, τ = 12.8 Gyr, and m −
M = 16.3. We note the horizontal feature to the southwest
of the stream at Dec ≈ −55. This feature is not believed
to be related to the Phoenix stream due to its very different
track direction.

4. RESULTS216

4.1. Stream Track Model217

We build a model for the track, width, and intensity

of the Phoenix stream. Our procedure is based off of

similar models introduced in Erkal et al. (2017) and Ko-

posov et al. (2019), and it is nearly identical in setup to

that used in Li et al. (2020). We utilize the STAN pro-

gramming language, which is specialized for statistical

modeling and provides an easy interface to specify prob-

abilistic models and sample them efficiently (Carpenter

et al. 2017). Our model uses natural cubic splines with

varying numbers of nodes along the stream track coor-

dinate, φ1, to describe the data in the region surround-

ing the Phoenix stream. To simplify the fitting pro-

cess, we assume the linear density profile of the stream

to be Gaussian in Φ2, such that the stream model can
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Figure 3. The results of our Phoenix stream model. Top: The matched filter data converted to stream coordinates and
pixelized. Each pixel has a width of 0.◦2 and a height of 0.◦05. Top middle: The complete stream model computed according to
Equation 1. Middle: The linear stream intensity, meaning the intensity at each φ1 summed vertically. This does not include
the background. The variation and clumpiness is immediately noticed here, with prominent peaks at φ1 ≈ −4, −1.5, 3, and 5.
Bottom middle: The stream track throughout the stream. We note the immediately apparent fluctuations. Bottom: The stream
width along the stream. In each of the lower three panels, the red lines represent the peak of a KDE fitted to the sample outputs
for each parameter. The blue shaded regions show the 1-σ uncertainty from the sample. The black dots represent the locations
of the nodes used to measure each parameter.
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be described by three parameters: the logarithm of the

stream width, the logarithm of the stream intensity, and

the stream track. We also fit the logarithm of the back-

ground density, described by a quadratic in Φ2. Thus,

the full stream and background model can be described

by six parameters:

ρ(φ1,Φ2) = exp[β(φ1) + Φ2β1(φ1) + Φ2
2β2(φ1)]+

exp[I(φ1)] exp

[
−1

2

(
φ1 − Φ2(φ1)

exp[S(φ1)]

)2]
.

(1)

In this equation, β, β1, and β2 represent the normaliza-218

tion, slope, and quadratic term of the log-background,219

while Φ2, S, and I represent the stream track, the220

stream width, and the linear stream density, respec-221

tively. The posterior distributions of the model param-222

eters given the Phoenix data are sampled using the No-223

U-Turn Sampler version of the Hamilton Monte Carlo224

technique, which is useful for exploring high-dimensional225

parameter spaces efficiently (Hoffman & Gelman 2011;226

Neal 2012; Betancourt 2018).227

The model also requires the placements of nodes for228

each of the six model parameters. From this, the model229

determines the optimal value of the given parameter at230

each node and constructs the cubic spline. To determine231

the placements of the nodes, we simplify the process by232

constraining them to be equidistant for each parameter.233

This allows us to find their positions only by specifying234

the number of nodes. We are then able to run Bayesian235

optimization to select the optimal number of nodes for236

each parameter using code from the GPyOpt GitHub237

repository .2 We verify that our implementation of this238

optimization works by running it on the ATLAS stream,239

using the same data as in Li et al. (2020). We provide240

further details on this comparison in Appendix A241

Applying these methods to the Phoenix stream in242

the DES Y6 data, we find that the stream is best de-243

scribed by 14, 7, 20, 15, 8, and 6 nodes for the stream244

track, width, linear intensity, background density, slope245

of the log-background, and quadratic term of the log-246

background, respectively. We then run 12 sampling247

chains for 5000 iterations, discarding the first 2000 it-248

erations as burn-in. We ensure that each chain has con-249

verged based on a satisfactory value for the Gelman-250

Rubin convergence diagnostic, R̂ < 1.1 (Gelman & Ru-251

bin 1992).252

The results of the model are shown in Fig. 3. We no-253

tice a number of interesting features. Most prominently,254

we recover a very clumpy stream, with many small scale255

changes in density along φ1. There are four main areas256

2 http://github.com/SheffieldML/GPyOpt

of peaks in the stream intensity at φ1 ≈ −4, φ1 ≈ −1.5,257

φ1 ≈ 3, and φ1 ≈ 5. In addition to our observations258

about the stream density, we also recover small-scale259

variations in Φ2 (which we also refer to as ”wiggles”) in260

the stream track. We discuss the significance of these261

small-scale variations in Section 5.3. In contrast to the262

variations in those two parameters, we find that both the263

stream width and background are relatively constant.264

4.2. Distance Gradient265

The improved quality and depth of the DES Y6 cata-266

log allows us to measure the distance and distance gra-267

dient of the Phoenix stream more accurately than was268

possible with the DES Y1 data analyzed by Balbinot269

et al. (2016). To measure the gradient, we create a 2D270

histogram model by conducting a 3-parameter search.271

First, we examine the raw data from DES Y6 and cre-272

ate isochrone selection outlines for m−M = 14.5−18.0,273

with one outline for each 0.01 mag, in the same fashion274

as described in Section 3. We then count how many275

stars are in each outline, providing a 1D histogram for276

the distance modulus of the stream. To measure the dis-277

tance gradient, we then create bins in φ1 and generate278

a 2D histogram, shown in the left panel of Fig. 4.279

To create the model, we assume a linear distance gra-280

dient and a Gaussian distribution with constant width281

in each φ1 bin. Since the stream has many clumps and282

gaps, we vary the peak of the Gaussian distribution in283

each bin accordingly. We then conduct a MCMC search284

to sample the posterior distributions of the distance gra-285

dient slope, the distance modulus at φ1 = 0, and the 1σ286

width of the Gaussian distribution that maximizes the287

likelihood of the model. We recover a gradient described288

by m−M = (−0.001 ± 0.002) × φ1 + 16.19 ± 0.01. The289

result is shown in the central panel of Fig. 4.290

This measurement of the distance gradient of the291

Phoenix stream is complicated by the presence of a292

structure overlapping the southern end of the stream.293

We observe this previously unidentified structure pro-294

truding into the stream path at φ1 ≈ −7. This is eas-295

iest to see in Fig. 2, to the southwest of the stream.296

This feature is found to have a distance modulus of297

m − M = 16.2, close enough to the stream distance298

modulus to possibly create a distorted effect on the de-299

tected gradient. Therefore, the analysis described above300

excludes data at φ1 < −7. We also mask the Phoenix301

dwarf, located just below the stream at φ1 ≈ 5 for the302

same purpose of non-contamination.303

4.3. Orbit Model304

We also run a dynamical model of the Phoenix stream305

to simulate the final debris seen in the data today. To do306

http://github.com/SheffieldML/GPyOpt
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Figure 4. Left : A 2D histogram binning stars by φ1 and distance modulus. The distance modulus binning is done by using the
same matched filter selection parameters as described in Section 3 for varying m−M . We fit a Gaussian to the distance moduli
in each φ1 bin and show the means of each distribution with the red line. This is a method taken from de Boer et al. (2018) to
visually track the distance gradient in a simple way. We also show three BHBs known to be members of the Phoenix stream.
Middle: The histogram shows the 2D distance gradient model described in Section 4.2. We plot the line used to create that
model in red. In green, we show the suggested gradient from Balbinot et al. (2016) and in blue we show the distance gradient
suggested by the results of the orbit model described in Section 4.3. Right : The residual between the two 2D histograms in the
left and middle panels.

.

this, we use the modified Lagrange Cloud Stripping tech-307

nique from Gibbons et al. (2014), in which particles are308

stripped at the Lagrange points of the progenitor and309

evolved forward in the joint potential of the progeni-310

tor, Milky Way, and Large Magellanic Cloud (LMC).311

We model the Milky Way potential using the results of312

McMillan (2017), and evaluate the potential using the313

galpot code (Dehnen & Binney 1998). As in Shipp et al.314

(2021), we sample the MCMC chains from the McMil-315

lan (2017) fit, and use the lowest-mass realization, with316

MMW = 8.3 × 1011 M�. We include an LMC, mod-317

eled as a spherical Hernquist profile (Hernquist 1990),318

imbedded with a Miyamoto-Nagai disk (Miyamoto &319

Nagai 1975). We fix the total mass of the LMC to320

1.5 × 1011 M�, motivated by the results of Erkal et al.321

(2019); Shipp et al. (2021). The stream progenitor is322

modeled as a Plummer sphere (Plummer 1911), with a323

mass of 2 × 104 M� and a scale radius of 0.01 kpc.324

We fit the dynamical model by producing mock ob-325

servations of the simulated stream and calculated the326

likelihood via comparison to the observed stream track,327

radial velocity, and proper motions. We use the stream328

track recovered from the stream model outlined in Sec-329

tion 4.1. In addition, we use S5 radial velocities and330

Gaia EDR3 proper motions of the member stars identi-331

fied by Wan et al. (2020). We do not include distance332

in the likelihood calculation, but incorporate the mea-333

sured distance modulus of 16.4 from Shipp et al. (2018)334

as a Gaussian prior with σ = 0.2. This allows for an335

independent prediction of the distance gradient, which336

we show in Fig. 4.337

The best-fit model is shown in Fig. 5. In the figure, the338

blue points represent the simulated stream particles, and339

the red points are the data included in the likelihood cal-340

culation. The orbit is similar to that found by Wan et al.341

(2020) and Shipp et al. (2021), with rperi = 12.8 and342

rapo = 18.3, corresponding to an eccentricity of 0.18. In343

addition, we find a total energy Etot = −0.19 kpc2/Myr2344

and angular momentum perpendicular to the Galactic345

disk Lz = −1.63 kpc2/Myr.346

The orbit model recovers a distance gradient of347

0.11 kpc/deg. This is in disagreement with the previ-348

ously reported value from Balbinot et al. (2016), which349

slopes in the opposite direction. However, we should350

note for clarity that Balbinot et al. (2016) did not cite351

a distance gradient as such, but rather reported a dis-352

tance modulus value for each half of the stream. We353

show the suggested gradient from these two values in354

Fig. 4. Interestingly, we observe that within the bound-355

aries of our model and notwithstanding any additional356

large perturbers, a slope in the direction of that implied357

by Balbinot et al. (2016) is not possible.358

5. DISCUSSION359

5.1. Density Variations360

Our model of the Phoenix stream demonstrates the361

clumpy structure of Phoenix (Fig. 3). We also show a362

comparison of the density fluctuations in Phoenix com-363
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Figure 5. Dynamical model fit to the Phoenix stream data.
In each panel, blue represents the best-fit model, and red rep-
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track measurement presented in Section 3, where the red
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each node.
Note: This dynamical model was created with a previous
version of the model described in Section 4. The updated
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with the updated results.

pared to other analyzed streams in Fig. 6. Relative to364

ATLAS (Li et al. 2020) or Jet (Ferguson et al. 2021),365

Phoenix has substantially more variation in its linear366

density along φ1. Compared to Pal 5, it has density367

variations on slightly larger scales to the ones near Pal368

5’s progenitor. Pal 5 also has other density fluctuations369

on small scales farther from its progenitor, but those370

are smaller in magnitude compared to Phoenix’s. We371

therefore conclude that Phoenix is the clumpiest stream372

modeled in this way.373

We also observe a few other noticeable traits about374

Phoenix. We find that the southern part of the stream375

(φ1 < 0) is more dense than the northern section. We376

detect peaks at φ1 ≈ −4, −1.5, 3, 5 and underdense377

regions (gaps) at φ1 ≈ −5, −3, 1, 4.378

Interestingly, if we group these four peaks into two379

groups of two by location (φ1 ≈ 3, 5 and φ1 ≈ −4,−1.5),380

they have a number of attributes worth comparing. In381

each set, there is approximately 2 degrees between the382

peaks. However, while the two in the northern half of the383
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using the same parametric method as described in this paper.
All have been scaled so that their maximum amplitudes are
comparable to Phoenix’s and then presented on top of one
another for clarity. The shaded green area corresponds to
a radius of 1 deg around the progenitor of Pal 5, which is
responsible for the density fluctuations in that region. We
note the smaller-scale density variations present in Phoenix
relative to ATLAS and Jet and comparable to the progenitor
region of Pal 5.

.

stream (φ1 ≈ 3 and 5) attain almost the same maximum384

surface brightness, the two overdensities in the southern385

part of the stream reach different maxima. Further-386

more, the gap between the peaks in the northern half of387

the stream is much deeper, while in the southern half,388

the underdensity is less pronounced. Comparing these389

two areas could help us understand the mechanism be-390

hind the creation of each feature. For example, similar391

attributes, such as the scale of the separation between392

peaks could suggest that the two were formed by the393

same type and size of perturber.394

In addition to the gaps associated between each set of395

peaks, there is also a notable and prominent gap in the396

interval φ1 ≈ (0, 2). In this region, the stream density397

descends to its lowest point and remains there for an ex-398

tended stretch of a couple degrees, in contrast to the rest399

of the stream density, which changes on degree scales.400

This difference might suggest a different origin for the401

gap; one which would cause a deeper and more exten-402

sive impact. It is likely that this feature was caused by403

a more massive perturber, capable of generating a large404

disturbance in the stream.405

These peaks and gaps can form in a variety of different406

ways which we explore in this section. Figuring out407

the causes of each inhomogeneity can help us determine408
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the ways in which various structures, particularly dark409

matter subhalos, in the Milky Way interact with stellar410

streams.411

5.2. Distance Gradient412

Our best-fit distance gradient, m −M = (−0.001 ±413

0.002)×φ1+16.19±0.01, does not quite agree with that414

suggested by Balbinot et al. (2016). It finds more or less415

no gradient along the stream. Furthermore, the results416

of our orbit modeling in Section 4.3 disfavor a distance417

gradient in the direction suggested by Balbinot et al.418

(2016). In fact, it would be impossible for the stream to419

have a gradient in that direction without an additional420

large perturber not used in the orbit model. From this421

information, we find it likely that flat result from our422

distance gradient model is an improved estimate for the423

true gradient of the Phoenix stream. This result would424

suggest almost no change in distance modulus along the425

stream, with a maximum difference of about 0.1 mags426

between the northern and southern ends.427

5.3. Stream Track Variations428

Small scale variations in stream tracks have not been429

studied as extensively as stream density changes so far.430

The results we present from our stream model gives the431

opportunity to consider what might cause such “wig-432

gles” as seen in the last panel of Fig. 3. The first thing433

to determine is whether these fluctuations are real in434

Phoenix, or if they are caused by the model.435

Tidal debris precesses and nutates in an aspherical436

potential because angular momentum is no longer con-437

served (e.g. (Ibata et al. 2001; Helmi 2004; Johnston438

et al. 2005; Belokurov et al. 2014; Erkal et al. 2016)).439

In such potentials, the stream track is expected to devi-440

ate gradually and smoothly from the great circle (Erkal441

et al. 2017). However, such models do not predict small442

scale features in the stream track in a representative443

galaxy such as the Milky Way (Erkal et al. 2017). We444

note that the while it does wiggle, the amplitude of445

the fluctuations remains less than the reported stream446

width. This could indicate that the model had trouble447

locating the exact center of the density distribution at448

each φ1 and therefore created what would be artificial449

wiggles for a straight line stream track (de Boer et al.450

2018). Another possibility is that the density perturba-451

tions artificially caused the the model to see stream track452

variations as well. These do not seem particularly likely453

since the uncertainties on both the width and the track454

are rather small and the variations in the stream track455

generally do not line up with the overdense regions.456

Therefore, although we do not rule out completely457

the idea that these wiggles are artificially created by458

the model, we believe it more likely that they are real459

features of the Phoenix stream. We quantify this esti-460

mate by comparing the log-likelihood of the model with461

the log-likelihood generated when requiring a flat track.462

This yields a significance of 1.0σ for the stream wiggles.463

One potential cause of the stream track variations is464

interaction with perturbers. These would likely be the465

same interactions that caused the density fluctuations466

discussed in the Section 5.1. Given the clumpy nature of467

the stream overall, it is likely that Phoenix has come into468

contact with a number of perturbers that could have an469

effect on both the density and the track. One outcome of470

these interactions could be that stream members devel-471

oped line-of-sight velocities. The perturbations would472

have affected certain areas more than others, disturbing473

the motion and velocities of some stars. This would pull474

them away from the great circle track and manifest as475

wiggles, explaining the deviations in the stream track476

(Koposov et al. 2019). Lastly, we note the possibility of477

a perturbation caused by the progenitor. The progeni-478

tor is known to cause stream track deviations in other479

streams such as Palomar 5 (Erkal et al. 2017; Bonaca480

et al. 2020). Recently, Li et al. (2020) showed that wig-481

gles on the scale of tenths of degrees could be caused by482

a progenitor. That leaves open the possibility of that483

explanation for one of these wiggles.484

5.4. Density Variation Interpretations485

5.4.1. Stream Formation486

Density variations can be introduced in a variety of487

ways, one of which is as part of stream formation. As488

stars escape from their progenitor masses to create the489

tidal features, their epicycle motion sometimes slows490

when they get farther from the star cluster. This tends491

to happen at a similar location for many stars because of492

the similarity in initial positions and velocities, leading493

to a clump (Küpper et al. 2008). In theory this would494

create a single overdensity at some distance from the495

progenitor. This distance depends on the stream’s or-496

bit, the progenitor mass, and the strength of the tidal497

field (Küpper et al. 2010).498

Another intriguing idea is that density variations499

could be introduced if the Phoenix stream originated500

from a globular cluster accreted within a parent satel-501

lite galaxy. Due to its thin width and the fact that502

it is dynamically cold, Phoenix’s progenitor is likely to503

have been a globular cluster. The low metallicity of504

the Phoenix stream may suggest that it was formed and505

accreted as part of a low-mass galaxy (Balbinot et al.506

2016). Malhan et al. (2020) suggested that streams507

formed from globular clusters within accreting satellite508

galaxies may be perturbed by the parent satellite. Be-509
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cause the stream and its parent satellite are on similar510

orbits, there is a longer time where the two structures511

are in close proximity to one another and the gravity512

from the parent subhalo can affect the uniformity of the513

stream. In addition to causing gaps in the stream, a sim-514

ilar process can also lead to narrow spikes in the stream515

density, similar to what we observe from the model re-516

sults. This happens because as the subhalo orbits the517

Milky Way, variations in its mass loss rate cause it to518

periodically deposit increased globular cluster stellar de-519

bris (Malhan et al. 2020).520

Malhan et al. (2020) also demonstrated that the mor-521

phology of globular cluster streams that originated in522

accreting satellites can be sensitive to the density pro-523

file of the dark matter subhalo that hosted the satel-524

lite. Streams that form from globular clusters accreted525

in cuspy dark matter subhalos tend to be slightly wider,526

although not as wide as those with dwarf galaxy pro-527

genitors, and more often contain a cocoon component,528

meaning a wider distribution of part of the stream. They529

also tend to be more disrupted, with additional density530

variations caused in part by the lower tidal radius of531

those globular clusters.532

5.4.2. Milky Way Structure533

Baryonic structures in the Milky Way can also intro-534

duce density variations in stellar streams. Previous work535

has modelled the effect of baryonic disrupters such as536

the Milky Way bar Pearson et al. (2017) or spiral arms537

Banik & Bovy (2019). The effect of the bar can be un-538

derstood by noting that since each stream is on an orbit,539

different stars along the stream reach pericenter at dif-540

ferent times. If the bar is rotating, then these stars will541

experience unequal torques, causing a redistribution of542

energy along the stream (Hattori et al. 2016). This in543

turn would lead to a different growth rates along the544

stream, potentially resulting in ever-widening gaps in545

the stream intensity (Pearson et al. 2017). Spiral arms546

were also shown to have an effect on stream density.547

They are more likely to induce degree-scale fluctuations548

with less severe variations in the intensity of each clump549

(Banik & Bovy 2019). These are the kind of variations550

that are apparent in Phoenix from our model.551

Models of these perturbers have been made to exam-552

ine their possible effects on other streams (Banik & Bovy553

2019; Pearson et al. 2017; Erkal et al. 2017). This al-554

lowed them to trace certain variations to specific per-555

turbers, furthering the understanding of how different556

structures interact in the Milky Way. In this work,557

we do not present any such models or simulations but558

rather seek to present the different types of disturbers559

that could have had an effect on the Phoenix stream.560

We leave the modelling work to narrow down those per-561

turbers responsible for specific variations to a future562

study.563

5.4.3. Halo Perturbers564

Some of the possible disrupters are known halo per-565

turbers in the Milky Way. These include the Large and566

Small Magellanic Clouds (LMC and SMC), other known567

satellites such as Sagittarius, globular clusters, and giant568

molecular clouds (GMCs). Each of these can have an in-569

fluence on any stream that crosses them or comes near.570

The LMC, for instance, could create a reflex motion in571

the Milky Way and has been shown to affect the orbit572

of the Sagittarius stream (Gómez et al. 2015). Sagit-573

tarius itself passes within ∼ 7 kpc of Phoenix, mean-574

ing it could have its own gravitational effect on certain575

parts of the stream. Globular clusters, although smaller,576

can also exert gravitational influence on certain parts577

of streams. In fact, because of their smaller size, they578

are more likely to induce smaller-scale variations of the579

kind seen in Phoenix than larger objects like the LMC or580

SMC. Lastly, GMCs have been shown to have important581

effects on streams (Amorisco et al. 2016). N-body simu-582

lations have shown that GMC disks can cause gaps and583

clumps in streams evolving around them. This analy-584

sis was performed on Pal 5 and GD-1 by Amorisco et al.585

(2016), who concluded that these GMCs could cause dis-586

turbances in cold thin streams similar to those created587

by dark matter subhalo flybys.588

Such dark matter subhalos in the Milky Way are589

among the unknown possible perturbances to the den-590

sity of the stream. When simulating the effect of a sub-591

halo on idealized streams it is clear that such structures592

can cause both large and small variations in the stream593

density (Ibata et al. 2002; Johnston et al. 2002). Full594

dark matter subhalos can create fluctuations of 2 − 6.◦595

along φ1 while lower mass subhalos can create smaller596

scale discrepancies (Carlberg 2020).597

Streams can be used to gain greater knowledge about598

dark matter subhalos. It is possible to reliably determine599

a subhalo’s mass and size based on the gap it creates in600

a stellar stream (Erkal & Belokurov 2015b). There has601

also been work done to track the location of dark matter602

subhalos based on the density variations they cause in603

streams (Bonaca et al. 2019). Clearly, analyzing stellar604

stream densities and the way they vary can give great605

information about dark matter subhalos that we are still606

seeking to understand, and looking at the fluctuations607

in Phoenix could be a way to do that.608

6. CONCLUSIONS609

In this paper, we have used the new DES Year 6610

data to conduct a deeper analysis of the Phoenix stellar611
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stream. We apply a non-parametric stream model using612

natural splines to determine stream properties such as613

the stream track, width, and linear density. Our model614

makes few a priori assumptions about the structure of615

the Phoenix stream and therefore the model complex-616

ity comes directly from the data. This model prefers a617

clumpy stream density distribution throughout the en-618

tire length of the stream. These clumps and gaps vary619

in angular size as well as their maximum and minimum620

linear intensities. We also observe wiggles in the stream621

track, which have a 1σ significance. Such small scale622

wiggles would be a rare occurrence for stellar streams in623

aspherical potentials such as in the Milky Way (Erkal624

et al. 2017).625

We also measure the distance and distance gradient of626

the Phoenix stream and find that it has a very small gra-627

dient, −0.01±0.02 kpc/deg. Our measured distance gra-628

dient is in relative good agreement with an orbital model629

built on the track and mean distance of the Phoenix630

stream and the proper motion and radial velocities of631

stream members.632

We consider the potential causes of these variations633

in both density and track. In particular, we discuss the634

stream’s interaction with both baryonic perturbers and635

dark matter subhalos as possibly leaving the clumps,636

gaps, and wiggles we observe. Because of the rela-637

tively large number of clumps and fluctuations relative638

to other streams, we believe it likely that disturbances639

from the parent satellite may have played a large role in640

the stream structure today.641

The function of this paper is to lay the groundwork642

for future analysis on the formation and evolution of643

the Phoenix stellar stream. We hope that by provid-644

ing a more detailed analysis of the stream using deeper645

data, our results will enable others to run more advanced646

models to simulate the clumps and wiggles found here.647

Such work would then go a long way towards helping us648

understand the interactions of various structures within649

our own Milky Way and form the groundwork for similar650

analyses and models on other streams.651
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APPENDIX923

A. VERIFYING THE MODEL WITH ATLAS924

In order to verify the proper functioning of our slightly updated model from versions used for previous streams, we925

attempt to replicate the results from Li et al. (2020) for the ATLAS stream. We use the same data three-year DES926

data used in that paper and run the analysis we intend to run on Phoenix. We first determine the optimal number927

of nodes for each of the six parameters described in Section 4, before running a maximum log-likelihood optimization928

for the best fit curves of each parameter. Due to complexity of the six parameters, the limited run time of the node929

optimization, and the different cross-validation subsets used in our analysis versus the published one, we do not recover930

the exact same number of nodes for each parameter. However, we find excellent agreement (green and blue curves931

in Fig. A.1) in the curves for the intensity, track, and width with the published results from Li et al. (2020). The932

ability to replicate previous results builds confidence in our ability to characterize Phoenix in a manner similar to that933

previously applied to other streams.934

Before applying the model to Phoenix, we also want to verify that switching to the new and deeper DES Y6 dataset935

does not have any artificial impact on the stream features by running the same optimization on the ATLAS stream936

but with the new data. We again recover slightly different numbers of nodes, but an outcome that agrees with the937

previously published results and our re-analysis of the Y3 data as seen in Fig. A.1.938

Figure A.1. We test that our model works properly by replicating the results from Li et al. (2020). We show a comparison
between the 1D intensities, widths, and tracks in the three panels. The green curve shows the published results from Li et al.
(2020). The blue curve shows our re-analysis using the same Y3 data as that paper used. The red curve shows an analysis
using the deeper Y6 data. We clearly see a good agreement for all three curves. This gives us confidence that our model works
properly and that the new data does not have any artificial impacts on the stream features.
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